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ABSTRACT 
Sludge drying is an important intermediate process for sewage sludge treatment, usage, and 
disposal. A series of drying experiments were conducted in a continuous paddle dryer in order to 
have a better understanding of the sludge drying mechanism. The couple model of penetration 
model and Markov chain was used to simulate the drying kinetics in a continuous paddle dryer. 
The drying process has been compared in experimental and theoretical results, which show good 
agreement. The sewage sludge drying process in a continuous paddle dryer can be divided into 
three stages: the pasty phase, the sticky phase, and the complete-granular phase. The influences of 
the drying parameters on the sludge drying kinetics in a continuous paddle dryer were 
investigated. The sludge flow rate, dryer wall temperature, and dryer slope have remarkable 
influence on sludge drying in the examined range, but the stirrer speed and steam temperature 
have little influence on the drying kinetics. 
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Introduction 

With the development of the social economy, the 
amount of industrial and municipal wastewater 
discharge is increasing dramatically, especially in China. 
A lot of sludge were generated at the same time. In 
China, there were nearly 22 million tons of wet sludge 
produced every year until 2011, and it is still increasing 
significantly. According to the related statistics and 
forecasts, it is estimated that sludge annual production 
will exceed 60 million tons in 2020.[1] 

Sewage sludge contain numerous harmful pathogenic 
micro-organisms,[2,3] heavy metals,[4,5] and organic 
pollutants.[6–8] It has great potential impacts to the 
environment and human health.[2–8] Currently, sludge 
treatment and disposal methods in China mainly consist 
of land filling, land utilization, building material utiliza-
tion, and incineration.[9–11] Sludge drying is an impor-
tant intermediate process for sewage sludge treatment 
and disposal as it is able to reduce volume of sludge, 
weaken the odor of the product, and turn the sludge 
into solid state.[12–14] However, sludge are a quite 
difficult material to dispose as it undergoes a sticky 
region when it is drying.[15] The paddle dryer work well 
on sludge drying and the sludge viscosity is also well 

overcome by the paddle dryer.[16] It has been widely 
used in industry. However, the researches on sludge 
drying are limited to empirical mode. So far, only a 
few articles about sludge theoretical model were 
published.[17–27] 

The penetration model is the main method for the 
modeling of sludge drying in a paddle dryer. It was first 
proposed by Schlünder and coworkers[17–20] for the 
drying of granular materials under vacuum condition 
or with inert gas condition. It was extended by 
Geyaudan and Andrieu[21] and Farges et al.[22] for the 
drying of hygroscopic materials. Arlabosse and 
Chitu,[23] Deng et al.,[24] and Yan et al.[25] used the 
theory for the modeling of sludge drying in a batchwise 
paddle dryer to analyze the contact drying of agitated 
sewage sludge with or without the presence of sweeping 
gas. However, the theory is limited to batchwise dryer. 
Few articles research on the modeling of sludge drying 
in a continuous dryer. Until recently, Milhé et al.[26] 

developed the Markov chain model to simulate the 
sludge flow in a continuous paddle dryer. Moreover, 
Milhé et al.[27] coupling the penetration model and 
Markov chain to model the sludge flow and heat trans-
fer in a continuous dryer. 
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In this study, a series of experiments were conducted 
to research the drying kinetics in a continuous paddle 
dryer with many operation parameters and to validate 
the couple model of the penetration model and Markov 
chain. Then, the couple model of the penetration model 
and Markov chain was also used as a theoretical method 
for further understanding the drying mechanism. 

Materials and methods 

Sludge sample 

A kind of mechanically dewatered sewage sludge with 
water content between 80 and 83% (wet basis) was used 
in this study. The sludge were sampled from Albi city 
wastewater treatment plant (60,000 population equiva-
lent) in France and were produced from mechanical 
dewatering of activated sludge which were produced 
through a biological–chemical nitrogen and phosphorus 
removal process for wastewater and an anaerobic diges-
tion process for sludge. The results of the proximate 
analysis and ultimate analysis of dried sludge are 
showed in Table 1. 

All the experiments were finished in 2 months. The 
sludge samples were stored in an airtight containers in 
a cold room at 4°C for over 2 days to weaken the influ-
ence of sludge age.[28] Besides, all the experiments were 
completed in 2 weeks after sampling. 

Experimental setup 

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the sludge 
dryer.[29] The pilot-scale dryer is constructed with a 
U-shape jacketed trough, 18 wedge-shaped paddles, 
and one hollow shaft. The trough is 1 m long and has 
an inner diameter of 0.16 m. Scrapers is fixed to the 
trough to interact with the paddles. The diameter is 
0.15 m for the paddles and 0.06 m for the shaft. The full 
contact area of the dryer is 1 m2. The paddles and shafts 
as well as the jacket of the shell walls were electrically 
heated during the drying process. The temperature in 
the shaft and jacket were measured and controlled by 
temperature sensors and a temperature controller. The 

torque at the stirrer was measured by a torque dyna-
mometer. The mass of the outlet dried sludge can be 
weighed continuously by a balance at the end of the 
dryer. The angle of the dryer can be changed in ⌃ 5°, 
the stirrer speed can be adjusted from 10 to 60 rpm 
and the overflow height is 113 mm. More details of 
the dryer can be found in a previous article.[29] 

In the sewage sludge drying experiment, the raw 
sludge were continuously supplied to one end of the 
dryer by a 40 l Moineau pump and was dried while 
being transferred to the other end. When the height 
of the sludge mass at the discharge end was higher than 
the overflow height, the dried sludge were discharged to 
an airtight tank. Water evaporated during the drying 
process was extracted outside the dryer with sweeping 
gas (superheated steam) by an induced fan and wet 
air was condensed and then treated with an off-gas 
treatment system. In addition, the basic conditions of 
the sweeping gas were 1 atm for steam pressure, 
1.1 kg/h for steam flow rate, and 160°C for steam 
temperature. 

When the outlet mass flow rate and the torque were 
stable, named a steady state[30,31] was arrived during the 
drying process, 18 samples of sludge along the dryer 
were sampled for the measurement of the moisture con-
tent of sludge along the dryer. In addition, when the 
experiment was finished, the dryer would be stopped 
and the outlet and inlet of the dryer would be closed 
for the dryer to be cooled down. Then all the sludge 
in the dryer would be recovered to get the mass of 
dry solid holdup of the dryer in a steady state. 

Model description 

Penetration model 
The penetration model was used to simulate heat trans-
fer during contact drying of agitated sewage sludge in 
the dryer. 

Table 1. Proximate and ultimate analyses of totally dried 
sludge. 

Proximate analysis 
Sludge  

(dry basis) 
Ultimate  
analysis 

Sludge  
(dry basis)  

Ash (%)  30.91 C (%)  35.64 
Volatile (%)  59.01 H (%)  5.51 
Fixed carbon (%)  10.08 N (%)  4.18 
Low heating value (kJ/kg)  15179.98 S (%)  1.19 
Gross heating value (kJ/kg)  16316.01 O (%)  22.57  

Figure 1. Scheme of the pilot-scale paddle dryer.  



In the model,[17–19] the steady-state mixing process is 
replaced by a sequence of discrete mixing steps. A con-
tact period with a fictitious time length of tR is followed 
by an instantaneous perfect macromixing of the bulk. 
During the contact period, the bulk is assumed to be 
static on the heating surface to be heated by 
conduction. Figure 2 shows the temperature profiles 
and heat fluxes during the contact period. 

First of all, we assumed that sludge in paste phase can 
be considered as a saturated monodispersed particulate 
phase[21,23] so that the theory can be used for the entire 
process of sludge drying. According to Fig. 2, the total 
heat transfer resistance of sludge drying (1/htotal) 
consists of the contact surface resistance (1/hws) and 
the penetration resistance of the sludge bulk (1/hsb). 
The contact surface resistance can be calculated 
according to Schlünder and Mollekopf.[17] 

The penetration resistance of the sludge bulk can be 
calculated by Eq. (1)[17,23]: 

hsb à 2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
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where qb, kb, cb, tR, and f are the density of dry bed, the 
effective thermal conductivity of dry bed, the specific 
heat of dry bed, the contact time, and the nondimen-
sional drying front position, respectively. 

The contact time tR can be calculated as follows[17]: 

tR à
Nmix

n Ö2Ü

where Nmix and n are the mixing number and the stirrer 
speed. 

For paddle dryers, the mixing number Nmix can be 
calculated as follows[17]: 

Nmix à 9Fr0:05 Ö3Ü

where Fr is the Froude number. 

The nondimensional drying front position f is the 
solution of Eq. (4)[17]: 
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where ΔHtotal, Tw, and Tbed,i are the total heat of 
sorption of sludge, the wall temperature, and the sludge 
bulk temperature, respectively. 

Finally, the total heat transfer resistance of sludge 
drying 1/htotal is given by Eq. (5): 

1
htotal

à 1
hws
á 1

hsb
Ö5Ü

Assuming that there is no heat transfer between dry 
and wet particles during the instantaneous perfect 
macromixing,[17,19,23] the drying rate mV and the sludge 
bulk average temperature increase during a contact per-
iod ΔTbed,i can be calculated as follows, respectively[17]: 

mV à
htotal � e�f2 � ÖTw � Tbed;iÜ

DHtotal
Ö6Ü

DTbed;i à
DHtotal

cp á X � cw
� 1� e�f2

e�f2 � DX Ö7Ü

where X and ΔX are moisture content and the dec-
rement of moisture content of sludge during a contact 
period. cw is the specific heat of water. ΔHtotal can be 
calculated according to the previous articles.[23,32] 

Modeling of sludge flow by Markov chain 
Modeling of sludge flow in a continuous dryer by 
Markov chain was developed by Milhé et al.[26] Accord-
ing to Charlou et al.,[30] water and dry solids have the 
same residence time distribution. Thus, in the theory 
of Markov model,[26] the water and dry solids flow in 
a continuous dryer is modeled by one Markov chain. 
Figure 3 shows the Markov chain of sludge flow and 
M represents the mass flow rate of the dry solids. The 
Markov chain consists of n cells, which are supposed 
to be a continuous stirred tank reactor, corresponding 
to the number of paddles. According to Tazaki et al.,[33] 

back mixing of sludge occurs when sludge is drying. 
Therefore, for each cell, the theory assumes that part 
of the sludge will flow forward, while the other part will 
stay in the cell or move backward due to the action of 
the paddles. The recycling of sludge flow can be defined 
by the coefficient R which is the ratio of the backward 
sludge flow to the overall sludge flow. At the end of 

Figure 2. The temperature profiles and heat fluxes during the 
contact period.  
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the chain, the (n á 1)th cell is used as an absorbing cell 
for the collecting of dried sludge which represents the 
dryer outlet. 

In the theory of Markov model,[26] the evolution of 
state vector S à [S1 S2 … Sn Sná1]t (such as mass of 
water) is controlled by a matrix of transition probabil-
ities P. P is a tridiagonal matrix as the transition time 
Δt is short enough so that the sludge can only stay in 
the cell or move to the directly connected cell. P can 
be described as follows[26]: 

Pà

P1;1 P1;2 . . . . . . 0 0 0
P2;1 P2;2 P2;3 . . . . . . 0 0

0 P3;2 . . . Pi�1;i 0 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . Pi;i . . . . . . . . .
0 . . . 0 Piá1;i . . . Pn�1;n 0
0 0 . . . . . . Pn;n�1 Pn;n 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 Pná1;n Pná1;ná1

2
666666664

3
777777775
Ö8Ü

where Pi,j means the transition probability from cell j to 
cell i. The calculation of Pi,j can be acquired from the 
previous article.[26] 

Thus, the evolution of state vector S can be calculated 
as follows[26,27]: 

SÖt á DtÜ à P⇥ ÖSÖtÜ á SfeedÜ Ö9Ü

where Sfeed is the vector for feeding of S introduced in 
the dryer during the transition time Δt. 

The transition probability Pi,j is controlled by the 
recycling coefficient R, the holdup of one cell Hu, and 
the transition time Δt.[26] In the previous article,[26] 

the recycling coefficient R is considered to be constant 

as a first attempt and the value of R is estimated to be 
in the range of 2–5. In this range, the value of R has a 
small influence on the simulation of sludge flow. Thus, 
the value of R is set as 3. The Hu is also considered to be 
constant as a first attempt. Therefore, the Hu is equal to 
the experimental result of holdup of the dryer divided 
by the number of cells. In addition, the fictitious time 
of tR of penetration model is chosen as the transition 
time Δt of Markov chain, which allowed a simple algor-
ithm for the modeling of sludge flow and heat transfer 
in a continuous dryer by coupling penetration model 
and Markov chain.[26,27] 

Coupling model of penetration model and Markov 
chain 
Modeling of sludge flow and heat transfer in a continu-
ous dryer by coupling model of penetration model and 
Markov chain was developed by Milhé et al.[27] 

Since both penetration model and Markov chain are 
discrete algorithm and they share a same time duration 
tR, a simple algorithm of coupling penetration model, 
and Markov chain can be used.[27] A state at time t0 
with known water content, solid holdup, enthalpy, 
and temperature of sludge bulk of each cell was used 
as an initial state. Moreover, as sludge temperature 
increases rapidly after its introduction in the dryer, 
modeling the sludge heating is not critical for process 
description. Therefore, sludge heating was neglected 
in the first attempt and initial sludge temperature is 
supposed to be 100°C. 

During the contact period with a fictitious time 
length of tR, penetration model can be used to calculate 
the water content, temperature, enthalpy, and drying 

Figure 3. Markov chain of sludge flow.  



rate of sludge bulk for each cell at time t á tR from 
these at time t. Then, Markov chain can be used to 
calculate a new distribution of water content and dry 
solid of sludge bulk with the matrix of transition prob-
abilities P during the period of instantaneous perfect 
macromixing of the bulk. The new enthalpy and tem-
perature of sludge bulk can also be acquired by the new 
water content and dry solid of sludge bulk. Therefore, 
the water content, temperature, and enthalpy of sludge 
bulk can be calculated through the iterative algorithm 
until the changes of moisture content and temperature 
of sludge bulk is small enough as in Eq. (10).[27] 

Finally, the steady state is considered to be arrived. 

SÖtÜ�SÖt � sÜj j  0:001 Ö10Ü

The simple scheme of the coupling model of pen-
etration model and Markov chain is shown in Fig. 4. 
X(t), X(t � τ) are the moisture content of sludge bulk 
for each cell at time t and t � τ, respectively. Tbed,i(t), 
Tbed,i(t � τ) are the temperature of sludge bulk for each 
cell at time t and t � τ, respectively. More details of the 
coupling model of penetration model and Markov chain 
can be found in a previous article.[27] 

Determination of the sludge parameters 
Since the sludge used in this article is same as the sludge 
in the previous articles,[23,27] the same parameters of 
sludge in the previous articles[23,27] were adapted in this 

article. The density of sludge bulk with different moist-
ure contents is shown in Fig. 5. 

Results and discussion 

Sewage sludge drying description 

The typical experimental and simulated results of sludge 
drying in a continuous dryer are shown in Fig. 6. 
Figure 6a gives the comparison of the experimental 
and simulated moisture content along the dryer. The 
parameters of the experiment are shown in Fig. 6. 
Figure 6a shows clearly that the experimental and calcu-
lated moisture content curves are in good agreement. 

As part of sludge will flow backward in the dryer, the 
calculation of the experimental drying rate for each cell 
will be the results of a complicated linear equation 
group with 18 parameters instead of simple calculations 
between neighboring cells. And the results will be 
significantly influenced by the fluctuations of slopes of 
the moisture content curve along the dryer which is 
caused by the measurement error of moisture content. 
Thus, the calculated experimental drying rate for each 
cell will be quite different from the real drying rate for 
each cell and will be meaningless for analysis of sludge 
drying mechanism. Above all, the simulated drying rate 
will be used for analysis. Figure 6b shows the simulated 
total drying rate and drying rate per unit contact area of 
each cell along the dryer. to further understand the 
sludge drying mechanism in a continuous paddle dryer, 
the drying rate and moisture content of each cell, which 
corresponds to each paddle, are extracted to form new 
curves. Figure 6c and 6d shows the simulated drying 
rate per unit contact area and simulated total drying rate 

Figure 4. The simple scheme of the coupling model of 
penetration model and Markov chain.  

Figure 5. The density of sludge bulk with different moisture 
contents.  



of each cell against the moisture content of sludge bulk 
in each cell, respectively. 

Figure 6d indicates the sludge drying process in a 
continuous dryer can be separated into three stages: 
the pasty phase (83–60%, wet basis), the sticky phase 
(60–16%, wet basis), and the complete-granular phase 
(16–0%, wet basis) according to the slopes of the differ-
ent phases in the drying rate curve. At the beginning of 
the pasty phase, the pasty sludge with a moisture con-
tent of about 81% is introduced into the dryer. When 
the sludge moves forward along the dryers, the water 
will be evaporated and the moisture content will 
decrease. The sludge bulk will shrink fast for the reasons 
of mass loss and increase in sludge density (Fig. 5). The 
contact area for heat transfer will also correspondingly 
decrease fast. Thus, the total drying rate of each cell will 
decrease fast in the pasty phase. When the moisture 
content further decreases along the dryer, the sludge 
becomes sticky and granulation occurs during the sticky 
phase. Correspondingly, the heat transfer coefficient for 
sludge drying decreases, sludge bulk shrinks in a rela-
tively slow way, and the contact area of sludge bulk also 
decreases slowly. Besides, a decrease in moisture content 
will also cause a little decrease in drying rate per unit 

contact area because of the total heat of sorption of 
sludge (Fig. 6c). Thus, the total drying rate of each cell 
will decrease in a relatively slow way in the sticky phase. 
When the moisture content is lower than 16%, almost 
all the sludge have been in granular phase. The water 
in the sludge is hard to be evaporated as a very high 
total heat of sorption is needed (Fig. 6c). The contact 
area of sludge bulk is also decreasing. And the total 
drying rate of each cell will decrease in a fast way in 
the complete-granular phase. It is unreasonable to dry 
sludge in the granular phase. 

The main parameters influencing the moisture con-
tent along the dryer and sludge drying rate are sludge 
flow rate, dryer wall temperature, stirrer speed, dryer 
slope, and steam temperature. Experiments and simula-
tions were performed to determine the effects of these 
parameters for sludge drying in a continuous dryer. 

Influence of sludge flow rate 

To determine the influence of sludge flow rate on the 
sludge drying process, three experiments were per-
formed with different sludge flow rates (2 and 4 kg/h). 
As shown in Fig. 7a, the experimental results of 

Figure 6. The typical experimental and simulated results of sludge drying in a continuous dryer (sludge flow rate: 2 kg/h, dryer 
slope: 3o, dryer wall temperature: 160°C, stirrer speed: 42 rpm, steam temperature: 160°C). (a) Comparison of experimental and 
simulated moisture contents along the dryer, (b) simulated drying rate of each cell along the dryer, (c) simulated drying rate of each 
cell per unit contact area against the moisture content, and (d) simulated drying rate of each cell against the moisture content.  
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moisture for higher sludge flow rates are decreasing fas-
ter but ending up to a bit higher level than the calcu-
lated results with higher flow rate of sludge. The 
holdup of each cell (paddle) we used for calculation is 
considered to be constant as a first attempt. However, 
from the phenomena of the experiments for higher 
sludge flow rates, we find that the holdup of the cells 
in front of the dryer was higher than that in the end 
of the dryer. A higher/lower holdup will result in a 
higher/lower contact area of sludge bulk in each cell. 
Thus, the experimental drying rate is higher in the front 
part but lower in the latter part than the calculated 
results with higher flow rate of sludge. And the actual 
moisture content will decrease faster but end up to a 
bit higher level than the calculated results. For the 
experiments of lower sludge flow rates, the differences 
between the holdups of the cells in different parts of 
the dryer are not too big. Therefore, the experimental 
and calculated moisture content curves along the dryer 
with different sludge flow rate are in good agreement. 
Generally, the experimental and calculated moisture 
content curves along the dryer with different sludge 

flow rates are in good agreement within the scope of 
the research. The two experiments with the same oper-
ation condition (sludge flow rate: 4 kg/h) show that the 
experiments have a good repeatability. 

There is more water needed to be evaporated when 
the sludge flow rate is higher. However, the drying rate 
per unit contact area and total drying rate of each cell 
don’t change with the same water content for the differ-
ent sludge flow rate which is shown in Fig. 7b and 7c. 
Thus, the sludge with a lower sludge flow rate will be 
dried faster than that with a higher sludge flow rate. 

Influence of dryer wall temperature 

To analyze the influence of dryer wall temperature on 
the sludge drying process, three experiments were per-
formed with different dryer wall temperatures (140, 
160, 180°C). Ignoring the measurement error of sludge 
moisture content, the experimental moisture content 
curve with different dryer wall temperatures is in good 
agreement with the simulated curve, which is shown in 
Fig. 8a. 

Figure 7. The experimental and simulated results of sludge drying in a continuous dryer with different sludge flow rate (sludge flow 
rate: 2 and 4 kg/h, dryer slope: 3°, dryer wall temperature: 160°C, stirrer speed: 42 rpm, steam temperature: 160°C). (a) Comparison of 
experimental and simulated moisture contents along the dryer, (b) simulated drying rate of each cell per unit contact area, and (c) 
simulated drying rate of each cell.  



Figure 8b and 8c shows the drying rate per unit con-
tact area and total drying rate of each cell with a higher 
dryer wall temperature are higher than these with a 
lower dryer wall temperature. This is because that a 
higher dryer wall temperature will cause a higher 
thermodynamic temperature difference for heat trans-
fer. Therefore, the sludge with a higher dryer wall tem-
perature will be dried faster than that with a lower 
sludge flow rate. 

Influence of stirrer speed 

The influence of stirrer speed on sludge drying is exam-
ined for two different stirrer speeds of 28 and 42 rpm. 
The experimental and simulated moisture content 
curves with different stirrer speed are shown in 
Fig. 9a. The experimental and simulated moisture con-
tent curves are in good agreement with the curve, 
especially when the moisture content is lower than 
2.25 kg H2O/kg DS (dry solid). 

The simulated drying rate per unit contact area and 
simulated total drying rate of each cell are shown in 
Fig. 9b and 9c, respectively. The results indicate that 

both the experimental data and calculated data of 
moisture content, drying rate per unit contact area 
and total drying rate don’t show clear difference 
between different stirrer speeds. Schlünder and 
Mollekopf[17] and Arlabosse and Chitu[23] identified a 
critical contact time below in which an increase in 
stirrer speed won’t influence sludge drying and the 
critical contact time (tcritical) is given as follows: 

tcritical à
4 � ÖqkcÜb
p � h2

ws
Ö11Ü

As the parameters of the sludge and dryer are known, 
Eq. (11) allows calculation of the critical stirrer speed. 
Thus, the value of the critical stirrer speed is 20 rpm 
which is lower than the examined range (28–42 rpm). 
Therefore, the experimental and theoretical results, stir-
rer speed has little influence on the sludge drying in the 
examined range. 

Influence of dryer slope 

Three experiments were conducted with different dryer 
slopes (1°, 3°, 5°) to research the influence of dryer slope 
on sludge drying. Generally, Fig. 10a shows the 

Figure 8. The experimental and simulated results of sludge drying in a continuous dryer with different dryer wall temperature (dryer 
wall temperature: 140, 160 and 180°C, sludge flow rate: 2 kg/h, dryer slope: 3°, stirrer speed: 28 rpm, steam temperature: 160°C). (a) 
Comparison of experimental and simulated moisture contents along the dryer, (b) simulated drying rate of each cell per unit contact 
area, and (c) simulated drying rate of each cell.  



experimental and simulated moisture content curves are 
in good agreement within a satisfactory range. However, 
the simulated and experimental results are not in good 
agreement in the end of drying when the dryer slope is 
1° or 5°. When the sludge are drying, there will be some 
water condensed at the end part of the dryer. When the 
dryer slope is 1°, there will be more sludge in the dryer, 
more water evaporated and more water condensed at 
the end part of the dryer. Therefore, the water will fall 
on the dried sludge and then the moisture content of 
the sludge at the end part of the dryer will increase. 
And while the dryer slope is 5°, the water will also 
fall on the sludge as the slope of the dryer is too high. 
That is why, the experimental results are higher 
than the simulated results at the end of drying with 
1° and 5°. 

Figure 10b indicates that the drying rate per unit 
contact area is not influenced by dryer slope. However, 
the holdup increases while the dryer slope decreases and 
the increased holdup will increase the contact area of 

sludge bulk in each cell. Therefore, the total drying rate 
of each cell increases with the decrease in dryer slope, 
which is shown in Fig. 10c. And the sludge are dried fas-
ter when the dryer slope is lower. 

Influence of steam temperature 

To identify the influence of steam temperature on the 
sludge drying process, two experiments were performed 
with different steam temperatures (140, 160°C). The 
experimental moisture content curves are also shown 
in Fig. 11. As the steam temperature has not been 
considered in the model used in this article, there is 
no simulation result for different steam temperatures. 
However, the moisture content curves along the dryer 
with different steam temperatures are almost the same. 
Therefore, steam temperature has little influence in the 
range of 140–160°C on sludge drying and can be 
neglected during the simulation of sludge drying in a 
continuous dryer. 

Figure 9. The experimental and simulated results of sludge drying in a continuous dryer with different stirrer speeds (stirrer speed: 
28 and 42 rpm, sludge flow rate: 2 kg/h, dryer slope: 3°, dryer wall temperature: 160°C, steam temperature: 160°C). (a) Comparison of 
experimental and simulated moisture contents along the dryer, (b) simulated drying rate of each cell per unit contact area, and (c) 
simulated drying rate of each cell.  



Conclusion 

The coupling model of penetration model and Markov 
chain developed by Milhé et al.[27] is used to simulate 
sludge flow and heat transfer in a continuous paddle 
dryer. Even though strong simplifications were formu-
lated, experimental and simulated drying kinetics are 
in good agreement for many drying parameters in a 
satisfactory way within the examined range. 

The sewage sludge drying process in a continuous 
paddle dryer can be divided into three stages: the pasty 
phase, the sticky phase, and the complete-granular 
phase. The influences of the drying parameters on the 
sludge drying kinetics in a continuous paddle dryer were 
investigated. The sludge flow rate, dryer wall tempera-
ture, and dryer slope have remarkable influence on 
sludge drying in the examined range. However, the stir-
rer speed and steam temperature have little influence on 
the drying kinetics in the examined range. Among these 
which have a remarkable influence on sludge drying, 
dryer wall temperature has a significant influence on 

Figure 10. The experimental and simulated results of sludge drying in a continuous dryer with different dryer slopes (dryer slope: 1°, 
3° and 5°, sludge flow rate: 2 kg/h, dryer wall temperature: 160°C, stirrer speed: 42 rpm, steam temperature: 160°C). (a) Comparison of 
experimental and simulated moisture contents along the dryer, (b) simulated drying rate of each cell per unit contact area, and (c) 
simulated drying rate of each cell.  

Figure 11. The experimental moisture content during sludge 
drying in a continuous dryer with different steam temperatures 
(sludge flow rate: 2 kg/h, dryer slope: 3°, dryer wall temperature: 
160°C, stirrer speed: 42 rpm, steam temperature: 140 and 160°C).  



the drying rate per unit contact area and dryer slope has 
a strong influence on the contact area for heat transfer. 
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Nomenclature  

1/htotal total heat transfer resistance of sludge drying 
(m2 K W�1) 

1/hws contact surface resistance (m2 K W�1) 
1/hsb penetration resistance of the sludge bulk  

(m2 K W�1) 
cb specific heat of the dry bed (J kg�1 K�1) 
tR contact time (s) 
Nmix mixing number 
Fr Froude number 
ΔHtotal total heat of sorption of sludge (J kg�1) 
Tw wall temperature (K) 
Tbed,i sludge bulk temperature (K) 
mV drying rate per contact area (kg m�2 s�1) 
ΔTbed,i sludge bulk average temperature increase (K) 
X moisture content of sludge bulk  

(kg H2O Kg�1 DS) 
ΔX decrement of moisture content of sludge  

during a contact period (kg H2O Kg�1 DS) 
cw specific heat of water (J kg�1 K�1) 
P matrix of transition probabilities 
Pi,j transition probability from cell j to cell i 
S state vector 
Sfeed vector for feeding of S 
R recycling coefficient 
Hu holdup of one cell, kg 
Δt transition time for Markov chain 
t time (s) 
tcritical critical contact time (s) 
qb density of dry bed (kg m�3) 
kb effective thermal conductivity of dry bed  

(W m�1 K�1) 
f nondimensional drying front position 
τ time (s) 
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